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Abstract: In this study, thermo-mechanical simulation was conducted to predict thermal and stress
behavior in Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Temperature-dependent material properties for processed
material 304L stainless steel were incorporated into the model in order to capture the change from
powder to fully dense solid stainless steel. Temperature and thermal stress history were tracked
under conditions of different parameter sets which were designed to reduce defect formation. The
thermal model predicted the temperature history for multi-track scans under different process
parameters, such as laser power, effective scanning speed and hatch spacing. Subsequently, the
corresponding melt-pool size, solidification rate and temperature gradients could be calculated
from simulated temperature data. These three parameters from the simulation were compared with
experimental melt pool size, grain structure and cell spacing data obtained from a Renishaw AM250.
The experimental data were also used to determine unknown simulation parameters required by
the continuum model, e.g., the optical penetration depth and thermal conductivity multiplier for
the molten region. This allowed the simulation model to accurately predict melt pool size and
solidification structure of SLM 304L stainless steel. Simulated stress showed that the subsequent
thermal cyclic melting in successive scanned tracks resulted in alternating compressive and tensile
thermal stresses. This work will provide insight for studying microstructure morphology, residual
stress and deformations in the SLM process of 304L stainless steel.
Keywords: selective laser melting (SLM); thermo-mechanical analysis; process parameters; melt-pool
size; solidification structure; thermal stresses
1. Introduction
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a powder bed-based Additive Manufacturing (AM)
technology. It is widely used in freeform fabrication of complex three-dimensional metal
parts directly from CAD models by adding material layer by layer [1]. SLM introduces
the opportunity to build parts with engineered mechanical properties. These properties
are determined by the microstructure morphology, which is controlled by part thermal
processing history. Therefore, in order to produce parts with engineered properties, it is
critical to understand SLM process parameters affecting thermal behavior and microstruc-
ture, such as laser spot size, power, scanning speed and scanning strategy. However, it is
time-consuming and costly to analyze through experiments the effects of different process
parameters on the temperature distribution, solidification behavior and mechanical proper-
ties of parts. This problem can be solved with recourse to numerical models, which have
shown advantages for understanding the relationship of process parameters to thermal
history and ultimate mechanical properties.
In the SLM process, laser input is highly localized in a micron-sized region. Thus,
inside the melt pool, melting and solidification are very fast, resulting in the unique mi-
crostructure of the fabricated parts [2–5]. Recently, numerical models have been developed
and used in previous studies analyzing SLM thermal history. Most of these models focused
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on the investigation of melt pool geometry as a function of process parameters such as
laser power, scanning speed, beam size and scan strategy. For instance, researchers [6–9]
simulated temperature distribution during SLM processing of 316L stainless steel. Results
showed that process parameters, including scan speed, powder layer thickness and thermal
properties of the materials, could highly affect the SLM process. Loh et al. [10] investigated
the effect of laser beam distributions on melt pool geometry in SLM of aluminum alloy
6061 (AA6061). Uniform and Gaussian laser beam models were compared in their research.
Results revealed that melt depth was similar for both distributions. However, melt width
under the uniform laser beam was smaller than the uniform beam diameter itself, while
melt width under the Gaussian laser was larger than the beam diameter. Kolossov et al. [11]
developed a 3D finite element model to predict thermal behavior on the upper surface of a
titanium powder bed during the SLM process. Their results showed that thermal conductiv-
ity highly affected the thermal process. Thijs et al. [12–14] presented an experimental study
on specific microstructures in AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V parts after SLM processing. They
reported that strong crystallographic textures had a significant influence on the mechanical
properties, due to the high temperature gradients. Mechanical properties of SLM parts
depend primarily on their microstructure and solidification morphology.
Characteristic thermal parameters, including the cooling rate, thermal gradient and
the solid-liquid interface velocity at the solidification front, affect the solidification structure
of a component. These parameters may influence microstructural features such as phase
change, grain size, and the transition from columnar to equiaxed growth, all of which have
a significant effect on the resulting properties of the component. Therefore, microstructure
development during SLM solidification needs to be understood as part of the effort to
facilitate the industrial deployment of AM. Thermal condition can be controlled by SLM
parameters to optimally design microstructure morphology. The lack of understanding
of the thermal history and solidification parameters inside the melt pool drives the first
objective of this work. The effects of scan strategy on the thermal gradient, cooling rate
and solid–liquid interface velocity were calculated by the present model.
During the SLM process, the powder bed is exposed to a laser beam with high density
flux, which generates high temperature gradients in the exposure area [15]. The nonuni-
form thermal expansions in the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) result in residual stresses in
the finished part, which may cause failure, including distortion, crack formation and low
fatigue performance during manufacture [16]. These process defects remain unsolved
and are detrimental for operational performance [17]. In order to better understand the
parameters influencing the buildup of residual stress, thermo-mechanical models for simu-
lating the SLM process have been developed. In these studies [18–20], numerical models
have been developed to analyze the relations between process parameters and mechanical
performances. Antony et al. [21] conducted numerical and experimental work on the
SLM process performed with 316L stainless steel. They analyzed the effect of process
parameters such as laser power, scanning speed and laser beam size on melt pool sizes
and ball formation. Conclusions included that scanning speed had no influence on track
height and wetting angle, while laser power and scanning speed had obvious effects on
track smoothness, distortion and irregularities. These simulation results were validated by
experimental results. Parry et al. [22] developed a thermo-mechanical model to determine
the thermal behavior and residual stress resulting from the SLM process. They found
that scan strategies affected the stress distribution. Their results showed that longitudinal
stress was the main contributor to residual stress due to larger thermal gradient in the
laser scanning direction. In addition, it was also recognized that preheating temperature
affected thermal stress and cracks significantly [23]. For example, Cao et al. [24] established
a three-dimensional thermo-mechanical model to analyze the effect of preheating on stress
and distortion in electron beam-based additive manufacturing; their results indicated that
preheating could decrease the distortion and stress to final parts. Dai and Shaw [25–27]
developed a 3D thermo-mechanical finite element model to investigate the thermal be-
havior, stresses behavior and warpage of a component fabricated by multiple layers with
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multiple materials. In their study, larger residual stresses and increased warpage were
found to result from higher temperature gradients. Stainless steels have commonly been
used in SLM process because of their excellent weldability, high strength and corrosion
resistance relative to austenitic steels. From the discussion above, mechanical properties
of SLM parts depend primarily on their microstructure (i.e., grain size and morphology)
and are influenced by thermal history during manufacturing, i.e., cooling rates, thermal
gradients, and reheating cycles. This lack of understanding is attributed to the complexity
of the underlying physical transformations that occur during SLM, such as rapid melting,
solidification and re-melting of the processed material. The focus of this paper is to inves-
tigate the microstructure and thermal stress history, which are controlled by the thermal
history and solidification parameters, of stainless steel 304L in the SLM process.
In this paper, a finite element model for the SLM process with processed material of
stainless steel 304L based on sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical analysis in commer-
cial software ABAQUS (Version 2016, Abaqus Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) was developed for
accurately predicting thermal history, melt pool microstructure and residual stress. The ob-
jective of this study was to experimentally validate the calculated thermal history, cooling
rates, and describe the effects of thermal behavior on the morphological features of mi-
crostructure that developed during SLM process. The correlation between thermal history,
microstructure, and properties of the deposited components was analyzed and reported in
this article. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to FE model setup and
boundary conditions. Temperature dependent material properties were incorporated into
the model, capturing the change from powder to fully dense solid stainless steel. Section 3
gathers all the experimental work and sample preparation for easy identification of melt
pools to develop the validation. In Section 4, the temperature distribution, melt pool sizes,
solidification morphology parameters and the effects of process parameters, such as laser
power, scanning speed and hatch spacing are analyzed. Furthermore, experiments were
conducted to study the melt pool sizes and microstructural features of SLM-produced parts
using different laser processing parameters to verify the reliability of this model. Finally,
conclusions are drawn about this approach.
2. Numerical Analysis of Selective Laser Melting 304L Stainless Steel
2.1. Model Setup
The three-dimensional numerical model was set up with one layer of 304L stainless
steel powder bed with dimensions of 3 mm × 2.4 mm × 0.05 mm on a solid 304L substrate
with dimensions of 3 mm × 2.4 mm × 1 mm (Figure 1). The 3D model was developed
using Abaqus standard modeling software (Version 2016, Abaqus Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA).
To maintain high computational efficiency, the region interacting with the laser beam was
finely meshed with hexahedral element size of 20 µm; a coarser mesh for the surrounding
loose powder and substrate was employed. A mesh sensitivity analysis was carried out.
According to the mesh convergence study and considering the computational capabilities
available, the FE mesh of deposition layers consisted of four elements through the layer
thickness, which was 12.5 µm, and seven elements through the laser diameter direction,
which was 20 µm. The average mesh length served as the mesh size metric to evaluate
mesh sensitivity. Hexahedral 8-noded brick elements (element type C3D8R in Abaqus) with
element dimensions of 20 µm × 20 µm × 12.5 µm were chosen for the region interacting
with the laser beam. The final model contained a total of 45,168 elements and 54,469 nodes.
The default residual error in Abaqus for convergence was used, that is, 10−3. The total
computational time required for this presented simulation was about 48 hours when using
a workstation with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v2 @2.0 GHz, RAM 64 GB (Intel, Santa
Clara, CA, USA). In order to make the complicated problem mathematically tractable, the
whole powder bed was considered a homogeneous and continuous medium. However, the
material’s thermal properties are updated with the consideration of particulate medium.
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Considering the elastoplastic behavior of the material, the stress–strain relation can be
written as
σ = Cεe (3)
where C is the fourth order material stiffness tensor and εe is the second-order elastic
strain tensor.
Total strain ε, assuming small deformation and thermo-elasto-plasticity, is decomposed
as in [32]:
ε = εe + εp + εth (4)
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where εe, εp, and εth are the elastic strain, plastic strain, and thermal strain, respectively. The
isotropic Hooke’s law was used to model the elastic strain (εe) in Equation (3). The thermal
expansion coefficient was adopted to calculate the thermal strain (εth) in the mechanical
model. Elastic–plastic stress–strain behavior was described by a bilinear stress–strain curve,
which was defined in Abaqus software.
2.3. Heat Source Model and Boundary Conditions
During the SLM process, the laser energy on the powder bed can be regarded as a
volumetric energy density which obeys the Gaussian heat source distribution. The most
common beam profile in the laser material processing is the Gaussian distribution with an

















where P is the laser power, r0 is the laser radius, d is the optical penetration depth, which
was set at 50 µm in this work, R represents the laser reflectance on material SS304L, which
was set at 0.6 in this work. Equation (5) creates an exponentially decaying volumetric heat
flux through a Gaussian distribution in the (x, y) plane and an additional decay term in the
z direction.
The initial condition throughout the whole powder bed and substrate is considered a
uniform temperature distribution before applying the heat source:
T(x, y, z, t)t=0 = T0 (6)
where T0 is the ambient temperature, set at 298 K.
In thermal analysis, the top surface and lateral surfaces use both radiation and the
natural convection boundary condition since they are directly exposed to atmosphere. The
equation for the boundary condition is expressed as:
..
q = −k ∂T
∂z





where T is temperature, h is the coefficient of natural convection which was set to 50 W/m2·K,
σt is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant of 5.67 × 10−8 W/m2·K4 and εt is the powder bed
emissivity of 0.4. Other model parameters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Hatch parameters of the simulation model.
Hatch Parameters Model
Power, P [W] 120, 140, 160, 180, 200
Optical penetration depth, d [µm] 50
Hatch spacing, Hs [µm] 65, 105
Point distance, pd [µm] 50, 60
Laser exposure time, te [µs] 70, 75
Effective scan speed, SS [mm/s] 715, 800
Laser radius, r0 [µm] 70
Reflectance of SS304L, R 0.6
Number of laser tracks, N 5
In thermal analysis, the bottom surface is set as constant temperature boundary
condition (equal to initial temperature T0) since it connects to a large clamp system which is
at a constant temperature. In mechanical analysis, the bottom surface is rigidly constrained
as no deformation occurs during the SLM process [34]. The top and lateral surface are set
as free stress boundary condition.
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2.4. Thermal and Mechanical Properties
The thermal and mechanical properties of solid-state 304L stainless steel are temper-
ature dependent and identified in [35,36], as shown in Table 2. Since the temperature in
certain regions is higher than the melting point, the melting state of powder in the melt
pool was considered in this model by using a thermal conductivity multiplier. The value of
the thermal conductivity multiplier was determined by fitting the numerical melt pool size
with experimental results. This method was well established in other literature to simulate
the increased heat transfer due to convection of the melt pool in conduction models [37].
The effective properties of a powder bed are much smaller than that of bulk material for
powder material in this study, as expressed in [38]. Thus, we treated the yield stress and
Young’s Modulus as very small values in the melting state. Different material states are
defined by the user subroutine.
Table 2. Thermal and mechanical properties of solid state SS304L.
T(K) cp(J/(kg·K)) k(W/(m·K)) ρ(kg/m3) H(kJ) σy(MPa) α(10−6K−1) E(GPa) ν
298 480 14.8 8020 0 220 17 200 0.29
373 500 15.8 8000 36 218 17.4 193 0.295
473 530 17.7 7950 88 186 18 185 0.3
573 540 18.8 7903 141 170 18.6 175 0.31
673 560 20.7 7855 196 155 19 165 0.32
873 595 23.5 7751 311 145 19.5 160 0.33
1073 620 25.8 7645 432 91 20 150 0.34
1473 675 31.6 7431 690 25 20 60 0.34
1573 695 32.8 7381 758 21 20 20 0.34
1673 720 33.5 7351 801 20 20 10 0.34
1727 800 140 6900 1129 1 20 1 0.34
1773 800 140 6900 1166 1 20 1 0.34
1873 800 140 6900 1246 1 20 1 0.34







+ kg + 2ks




where kp, ks and kg are the thermal conductivity of the powder bed, solid material and air,





where ρs and ρp are the density of the solid and the powder bed, respectively [40]. The
porosity was calculated as ϕ = 0.6 for the powder state by Equation (9). Specific heat and
other mechanical properties in the powder state were the same as solid state SS304L.
Taking the melting and solidification during SLM into consideration, the latent heat of
fusion should not be neglected. It can be calculated from the enthalpy (H) of the material,




ρcpdT, T < Ts∫
ρcpdT + ρ T−TsTl−Ts · L, Ts ≤ T ≤ Tl∫
ρcpdT + ρL, T > Tl
(10)
where L = 261 kJ/kg is the latent heat of fusion, Tl = 1727 K and Ts = 1673 K are the liquidus
and solidus temperature, respectively [35].
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3. Experimental Procedure
The 304L stainless steel samples with different dimensions are displayed in Figure 2.
Samples were built with varied process parameters using a Renishaw AM250 SLM platform.
The AM250 has a 200 W maximum fiber laser (IPG Photonics, Oxford, MA, USA) and
contains a 250 mm × 250 mm × 300 mm build volume. 304L stainless steel gas-atomized
powder with particle diameter of ~45 µm, purchased from LPW Technology, USA, was
used to prepare the powder beds. Powders were melted in the beds’ surface by a fiber
laser with 200 W maximum laser power, focused to a beam diameter of 140 µm. The built
chamber for the experiment was under an argon atmosphere. The oxygen level inside
the chamber was monitored to be below 1000 ppm and a constant recirculating argon gas
flow was maintained to remove the possible condensates and ejecta generated during the
building process.
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The used process parameters, such as laser power, hatch spacing and scan speeds,
are listed in Table 3. The laser scan path between layers had no rotation. Samples were
removed from the build plate using Hansvedt (Hansvedt Industries Inc., Rantoul, IL, USA)
electrical discharge machining (EDM), mounted, polished and electrolytically etched using
60/40 Nitric Acid. Experimental measurements were made in the cross section of samples
for easy identification of melt pools. Experimental analysis included melt pool size mea-
surement with a Hirox KH-8700 (HIROX, Hackensack, NJ, USA) optical microscope and
microstructure characterization of the solidification structure, grain size and cell spacing
with a Hitachi S-4700 FESEM (Moov technology, San Francisco, CA, USA). Experimental
measurements were conducted to validate the predictions of melt pool size, cooling rate
and solidification structure from the numerical model [42].












4. Experimental and Simulation Results
4.1. Simulated Thermal History
Figure 3 shows the temperature evolution at various monitoring locations, points 1, 2,
and 3 (middle points of first, third and fifth tracks, as shown in Figure 1) at laser power
of 120 W. During the heating process, the dramatic growth in temperature indicated that
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the heating rate was very large. During the cooling process, the similar curve slopes in
liquidus and solidus states indicated that the cooling rate between the liquidus and solidus
temperature was almost constant because of the release of the latent heat from fusion. Each
monitoring point experienced several temperature peaks. The maximum temperature peak
was caused by direct laser heating on the current track. The lower temperature peaks
were induced by heat accumulation from previous or successive laser tracks. For example,
there were three temperature peaks at monitoring point 1 and they were due to laser
heating in the first, second and third tracks, respectively. It is also noted that the third peak
temperature was lower than the melting temperature. This means that the temperature
distribution in first track was affected by laser heating in the successive two tracks, but
powder could only be re-melted by the second track.
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4.2. Predicted Solidification Behavior
The primary thermal characteristics that affect the solidification structure of a compo-
nent are the cooling rate, thermal gradient and the solidification rate at the solid–liquid
interface. These parameters may influence microstructural features such as phase selection,
microstructural length scales, and the transition from columnar to equiaxed growth, all of
which have a significant effect on the resulting properties of the component. To analyze the
effect of thermal parameters, the spatial variations in the cooling rate, thermal gradient
and solidification rate at the solid–liquid interface were calculated. The temperature gradi-
ent, G, and cooling rate, CR, can be calculated from the temperature field. Solidification
rate, R, can be calculated by CR divided by G. Another combined form of G and R is the
solidification morphology factor G/R. The cooling rate is directly related to the grain size
in the fusion zone. The orphology parameter can be used to categorize the shape of
solidification structures (G/R value from high to low), such as planar, cellular, columnar,
dendritic and equiaxed dendritic [43,44]. The cooling rate we calculated here is for the
solid–liquid interface of the melt pool. Cooling rate along the solid–liquid interface has
an important influence on microstructure formation. Different cooling rates in materials
cause different thermal stress distributions and ultimately different microstructures [43,44].
The calculation was performed by locally approximating the individual components of
the thermal gradient and the cooling rate for each point at the time when it fell below the
liquidus temperature of the respective alloy.







∣∣∣∣Tl − Tstl − ts
∣∣∣∣ = G× R (11)
where Tl − Ts is the difference between the liquidus and solidus temperatures, and tl − ts
is the time interval between Tl and Ts.
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The temperature gradient is evaluated at the liquidus temperature in the solid–liquid
interface, which can be calculated by:


























The CR map and G/R map at the top surface of the powder bed and cross-section
(A-A in Figure 1) are shown in Figure 4a–d at P = 120 W, Hs = 65 µm, and SS = 715 mm/s.
Laser power was continuously added to the next track during the multi-track laser melting
process. The energy input to the powder bed changed the melt pool size and altered the
temperature distribution. The color maps show that these solidification parameters were
higher at the edge of the melt pool than in the center. This observation is most remarkable
for the G/R distribution shown in Figure 4b. Meanwhile, the magnitudes of the CR and
G/R near the maximum depth of the melt pool were much higher than those at the melt
pool surface.
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Figure 4. (a) Cooling rate and (b) solidification orphology factor map for the model top surface; (c) Cooling rate and (d)
solidification morphology factor map for the model cross-section; (e) Cooling rate and (f) solidification morphology factor
across laser tracks for laser power of 120, 160, and 200 W.
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The dependence of the CR and G/R of the A-A cross line at the top surface (shown
in Figure 1) at three different power levels is illustrated in Figure 4e,f. As expected, CR
increased with decreasing laser power and increased from the laser center to the edge.
Results in Figure 4e also show almost the same cooling rate across a certain number of laser
tracks in the curve trough. It is expected that the constant cooling rate also would apply
if more tracks were simulated. The constant cooling rate could also be validated in later
experiments by the constant solidification structure across laser tracks. It should also be
noted that G/R increased from laser center to edge and the maximum of G/R was predicted
at the melt pool edge.
For single straight line laser melting, the cooling rate and thermal gradient were
related to the location between the growth vector (normal to the solid–liquid interface
surface) and the laser beam velocity. The cooling rate was lowest near the center of the
melt pool where the growth vector was the same as the beam direction. Alternatively, the
cooling rate and thermal gradient was highest at the outer edges of the melt pool. This
could be explained in the majority of the cross-sections in Figure 4e,f, except for some high
fluctuation scatters due to remelting by subsequent lines. The outer of the final line of each
track approached the high velocity of the cooling, and the solid–liquid interface of the last
area to solidify exceeded the beam velocity as the melt pool collapsed.
The effect of thermal gradient and solute on the solidification front change can be de-
scribed by the concept of the constitutional super-cooling criterion, which is mathematically
stated as:
G/R ≥ ∆TE/DL, f or plane f ront solidi f ication
G/R ≤ ∆TE/DL, f or cellular or dentritic solidi f ication
(14)
where ∆TE is the equilibrium solidification temperature range (Tl − Ts) and DL is the
solute diffusion coefficient [47]. The value of ∆TE for 304L stainless steel is 54 K and
DL is the diffusion coefficient of chromium in liquid iron, 5 × 10−9 m2/s. Therefore,
∆TE/DL = 54/(5 × 10−9) = 1.04 × 1010 K·s/m2, from the criterion. Solidification will
be cellular or dendrite for values of G/R less than or equal to 1.04 × 1010 K·s/m2. The
maximum simulated value of G/R was 74 × 106 K·s/m2. This means that the predicted
value of G/R was much less than ∆TE/DL; therefore, the model predicted cellular/dendritic
solidification in the entire melted domain.
4.3. Experimental Melt Pool Size
Figure 5a shows the definition of simulated melt pool width and depth. The melt pool
boundary is bordered by the melting temperature of 304L stainless steel. Figure 5b shows
experimental melt pool width and depth defined by the visible laser track boundary.
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Figure 5. Definition of melt pool half width and depth in (a) simulation and (b) experiment.
Figure 6a–h contain experimental melt pool measurements as a function of laser power,
scan speed and hatch spacing. Figure 6a–f show that melt pool size increased with laser
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power and decreased with scan speed at lower hatch spacing (45–85 µm). However, at a
wider hatch spacing of 105 µm, melt pool size did not show a clear trend with respect to
laser power and scan speed. This is attributed to the fact that wider hatch spacing causes
less heat buildup from subsequent laser tracks; therefore, the melt pool was mainly affected
by a single laser track.
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Comparisons of melt pool sizes as a function of laser power from experimental and 
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Figures 7a and 8a. In these figures, the maximum error between simulation and experi-
mental melt pool width was 4% and 8%, respectively. It can also be concluded that laser 
power, rather than hatch spacing, had the dominant effect on melt pool sizes. When the 
hatch spacing was 65 µm in Figure 7, melt width and depth increased rapidly as the power 
of the laser increased from 120 W to 1200 W, while when the hatch spacing was 105 µm in 
Figure 8b, melt depth did not increase linearly with the laser power. The underlying de-
posited tracks or underlying substrate did not melt enough to preheat the later deposit, 
which explains why the max error is as high as 30%; this hatch spacing should be avoided 
because this result is undesirable for additive deposition. 
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Figure 6. Melt pool size changes with laser power and scan speed including (a) half width for hatch spacing of 45 µm;
(b) depth for hatch spacing of 45 µm; (c) half width for hatch spacing of 65 µm; (d) depth for hatch spacing of 65 µm; (e) half
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depth for hatch spacing of 105 µm.
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4.4. Validation of Simulated Melt Pool Size
Comparisons of melt pool sizes as a function of laser power from experimental and
simulation results are displayed in Figures 7 and 8. The scan speed was 715 mm/s and
the hatch spacing was 65 µm and 105 µm, respectively. It shows that the simulated melt
pool sizes were in good agreement with experimental results, especially for melt pool
width in Figures 7a and 8a. In these figures, the maximum error between simulation and
experimental melt pool width was 4% and 8%, respectively. It can also be concluded that
laser power, rather than hatch spacing, had the dominant effect on melt pool sizes. When
the hatch spacing was 65 µm in Figure 7, melt width and depth increased rapidly as the
power of the laser increased from 120 W to 1200 W, while when the hatch spacing was 105
µm in Figure 8b, melt depth did not increase linearly with the laser power. The underlying
deposited tracks or underlying substrate did not melt enough to preheat the later deposit,
which explains why the max error is as high as 30%; this hatch spacing should be avoided
because this result is undesirable for additive deposition.
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Figure 7. Experiment vs. simulation (a) half melt pool width and (b) melt pool depth with respect to laser power for hatch 
spacing of 65 µm and scan speed of 715 mm/s. 
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Figure 8. Experiment vs. simulation (a) half melt pool width and (b) melt pool depth with respect to laser power for hatch 
spacing of 105 µm and scan speed of 715 mm/s. 
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mm/s. These graphs display the cellular grain structure of the sample. The austenitic 
phase of the sample is also highlighted in the figure through the dark gray shading. Cel-
lular grain structure and austenitic phase seen in the figure were common features 
throughout the built samples. 
The cellular grain structure is seen in these optical micrographs and identified by 
SEM (Figure 11), which confirms the prediction of a cellular solidification structure by the 
simulation. This validates the continuum thermal model and solidification parameter cal-
culation approach used in this work to predict microstructure. 
The average grain size in samples was measured following procedures outlined in 
ASTM E1382-97 [48]. The measured samples had hatch spacing from 45 µm to 85 µm and 
were subjected to laser power from 120 W to 200 W. Figure 10 shows the average grain 
size with respect to hatch spacing and laser power. It is seen that grain size increased with 
higher laser power because high energy input into the melting process led to a decrease 
in the cooling rate. For example, the measured grain sizes increased from 487 µm2 to 711 
µm2 to 826 µm2 with hatch spacing increases from 45 µm to 65 µm and 85 µm when sub-
jected to laser power of 200 W. It is noted that grain size correlates to cooling rate, with 
larger grain size resulting from slower cooling rates [43,44]. Therefore, the slower cooling 
rates at higher laser power resulted in larger grain sizes. This result is consistent with 
model predictions of lower cooling rates at higher laser power shown in Figure 4e. 
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spacing of 65 µm and scan speed of 715 mm/s.
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4.5. Experimental Microstructure 
Figure 9 contains optical micrographs at different magnifications of a 304L stainless 
steel sample built at laser power of 180 W, hatch spacing of 65 µm, and scan speed of 940 
mm/s. These graphs display the cellular grain structure of the sample. The austenitic 
phase of the sample is also highlighted in the figure through the dark gray shading. Cel-
lular grain structure and austenitic phase seen in the figure were common features 
throughout the built samples. 
The cellular grain structure is seen in these optical micrographs and identified by 
SEM (Figure 11), which confirms the prediction of a cellular solidification structure by the 
simulation. This validates the continuum thermal model and solidification parameter cal-
culation approach used in this work to predict microstructure. 
The average grain size in samples was measured following procedures outlined in 
ASTM E1382-97 [48]. The measured samples had hatch spacing from 45 µm to 85 µm and 
were subjected to laser power from 120 W to 200 W. Figure 10 shows the average grain 
size with respect to hatch spacing and laser power. It is seen that grain size increased with 
higher laser power because high energy input into the melting process led to a decrease 
in the cooling rate. For example, the measured grain sizes increased from 487 µm2 to 711 
µm2 to 826 µm2 with hatch spacing increases from 45 µm to 65 µm and 85 µm when sub-
jected to laser power of 200 W. It is noted that grain size correlates to cooling rate, with 
larger grain size resulting from slower cooling rates [43,44]. Therefore, the slower cooling 
rates at higher laser power resulted in larger grain sizes. This result is consistent with 
model predictions of lower cooling rates at higher laser power shown in Figure 4e. 
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Figure 8. Experiment vs. simulation (a) half melt pool width and (b) melt pool depth with respect to laser power for hatch
spacing of 105 µm and scan speed of 715 mm/s.
4.5. Experimental Microstructure
Figure 9 contains optical micrographs at different magnifications of a 304L stainless
steel sample built at laser power of 180 W, hatch spacing of 65 µm, and scan speed of
940 mm/s. These graphs display the cellular grain structure of the sample. The austenitic
phase of the sample is also highlighted in the figure through the dark gray shading. Cellular
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grain structure and austenitic phase seen in the figure were common features throughout
the built samples.
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In order to validate the simulated cooling rate, the experimental cooling rate needs 
to be calculated. Experimental cooling rate can be indirectly obtained by measuring cell 
spacing in samples. The relationship found in [49] between cell spacing and cooling rate 
in stainless steel is given by: 
0.3380 CRλ −= ⋅  (15)
where λ is the cell spacing and CR is the experimental cooling rate. Figure 11 shows the 
cellular microstructure in a 304L sample and the definition of cell spacing, λ. The meas-
ured λ was used in Equation (13) to estimate the experimental cooling rate. 
Several cell spacing measurements were taken within samples to calculate the aver-
age cooling rate. The calculated cooling rate fell within the range of ~105 to ~106 K/s. This 
experimental cooling rate matches well with the simulated cooling rate which was ~105 
K/s (Figure 4). It shows that the continuum thermal model in this paper successfully pre-
dicted the observed cellular solidification structure. It also presents that our numerical 
model successfully captured the trend in samples that cooling rate reduces with higher 
laser power through grain size analysis. 
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The cellular grain structure is seen in these optical micrographs and identified by
SEM (Figure 11), which confirms the prediction of a cellular solidification structure by
the simulation. This validates the continuum thermal model and solidification parameter
calculation approach used in this work to predict microstructure.
The average grain size in samples was measured following procedures outlined in
ASTM E1382-97 [48]. The measured samples had hatch spacing from 45 µm to 85 µm and
were subjected to laser power from 120 W to 200 W. Figure 10 shows the average grain
size with respect to hatch spacing and laser power. It is seen that grain size increased with
highe laser power because high energy input into the melting process led to a decrease in
the cooling rate. For example, the measured grain sizes increased from 487 µm2 to 711 µm2
to 826 µm2 with hatch spacing increases from 45 µm to 65 µm and 85 µm when subjected
to laser power of 200 W. It is noted that grain size correlates to cooling rate, with larger
grain size resulting from slower cooling rates [43,44]. Therefore, the slower cooling rates
at higher laser power resulted in larger grain sizes. This result is consistent with model
predictions of lower cooling rates at higher laser power shown in Figure 4e.
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In order to validate the simulated cooling rate, the experimental cooling rate needs
to b calculated. Experimental cooling rate can be indirectly obtai ed by measuring cell
spacing in samples. The relationship found in [49] between cell spacing and cooling rate in
stainless steel is given by:
λ = 80 · CR−0.33 (15)
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where λ is the cell spacing and CR is the experimental cooling rate. Figure 11 shows the
cellular microstructure in a 304L sample and the definition of cell spacing, λ. The measured
λ was used in Equation (13) to estimate the experimental cooling rate.




Figure 11. SEM image of 304L sample showing cellular grain structure and definition of cell spac-
ing, λ. 
4.6. Simulated Thermal Stress Behavior 
Figure 12a shows the temperature contour in the laser track when the laser traveled 
to point 1, the middle point of the first track. The color bar is set so that the highest value 
is marked as “MX” in the laser center. The maximum temperature during the process was 
predicted to be 2416 K. It is seen that the distance between two adjacent contours becomes 
longer in the rear of the laser center. It indicates a smaller temperature gradient away from 
the laser center and a smaller cooling rate as well. It is noted that the temperature gradient 
became higher when the laser power increased. The higher temperature gradient induced 
larger thermal stress, which means higher laser power is likely to induce greater residual 
stress fields within alloy components.  
In the laser heating process, the outer region had lower temperature compared to the 
laser center; therefore the outer region tends to contract before the central melting region. 
This can be verified in Figure 12b; the center region had a higher temperature and was 
even larger than the melting point, thus the residual stress remained in compression as 
opposed to the outer region. It is noted that stress evolution depends on the direction of 
local thermal gradients. After cooling is completed, the material surface remains in com-
pression, with the inner region remains in tension. 
The stress evolution at point 2, middle of third track, is illustrated in Figure 13a,b. 
The longitudinal, transversal, normal stress components and von Mises stress with respect 
to simulation time are presented. It is shown in Figure 13b that different stress compo-
nents presented complicated variation in the laser heating process (t < 0.007 s) and reached 
constant eventually as the part cooled down to room temperature. The final residual stress 
in different directions was read out from curves with X-component stress of 98 MPa, Y-
component stress of 26 MPa, Z-component stress of 12 MPa and von Mises stress of 127 
MPa, respectively. Longitudinal stress is the main contribution to residual stress due to 
the larger thermal gradient in the laser scanning direction. 
In addition, thermal stress is in compression at the beginning of the heating process. 
As the heating process proceeds, the compressive stress reduces rapidly and turns into a 
tensile state [50]. This phenomenon is attributed to the alternating contraction and expan-
sion in the heating process. Since the temperature at two adjacent tracks is higher than the 
melting temperature, elements in one track experience two melting stages. After the first 
track heating, the elements cool down and contract. As the laser in the second track ap-
proaches the elements in the first track, they start to heat up and expand. The sequential 
thermal cyclic melting in successive scanned tracks results in alternating compressive and 
tensile thermal stresses. This results in stress relaxation and a subsequent decrease in ten-
sile stress. 
Figure 11. SE i age of 304L sa ple sho ing cellular grain structure and definition of cell spac-
ing, λ.
Several cell spacing measurements were taken within samples to calculate the average
cooling rate. The calculated cooling rate fell within the range of ~105 to ~106 K/s. This
experimental cooling rate matches well with the simulated cooling rate which was ~105 K/s
(Figure 4). It shows that the continuum thermal model in this paper successfully predicted
the observed cellular solidification structure. It also presents that our numerical model
successfully captured the trend in samples that cooling rate reduces with higher laser
power through grain size analysis.
4.6. Simulated Thermal Stress Behavior
Figure 12a shows the temperature contour in the laser track when the laser traveled to
point 1, the middle point of the first track. The color bar is set so that the highest value is
marked as “MX” in the laser center. The maximum temperature during the process was
predicted to be 2416 K. It is seen that the distance between two adjacent contours becomes
longer in the rear of the laser center. It indicates a smaller temperature gradient away from
the laser center and a smaller cooling rate as well. It is noted that the temperature gradient
became higher when the laser power increased. The higher temperature gradient induced
larger thermal stress, which means higher laser power is likely to induce greater residual
stress fields within alloy components.
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In the laser heating process, the outer region had lower temperature compared to the
laser center; therefore the outer region tends to contract before the central melting region.
This can be verified in Figure 12b; the center region had a higher temperature and was
even larger than the melting point, thus the residual stress remained in compression as
opposed to the outer region. It is noted that stress evolution depends on the direction
of local thermal gradients. After cooling is completed, the material surface remains in
compression, with the inner region remains in tension.
The stress evolution at point 2, middle of third track, is illustrated in Figure 13a,b. The
longitudinal, transversal, normal stress components and von Mises stress with respect to
simulation time are presented. It is shown in Figure 13b that different stress components
presented complicated variation in the laser heating process (t < 0.007 s) and reached
constant eventually as the part cooled down to room temperature. The final residual
stress in different directions was read out from curves with X-component stress of 98 MPa,
Y-component stress of 26 MPa, Z-component stress of 12 MPa and von Mises stress of
127 MPa, respectively. Longitudinal stress is the main contribution to residual stress due to
the larger thermal gradient in the laser scanning direction.
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In addition, thermal stress is in compression at the beginning of the heating process.
As the heating process proceeds, the compressive stress reduces rapidl and turns into
a tensile state [50]. This phenomenon is attributed to the alternating contraction and
expansion in the heating process. Since the temperature at two adjacent tracks is higher
than the melting temperature, elements in one track experience two melting stages. After
the first track heating, the elements cool down and contract. As the laser in the second track
approaches the elements in the first track, they start to heat up and expand. The sequential
thermal cyclic melting in successive scanned tracks results in alternating compressive and
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tensile thermal stresses. This results in stress relaxation and a subsequent decrease in
tensile stress.
The evolution of three deformation components at point 2 is illustrated in Figure 13c, d.
Like the evolution of stress components, all deformation components presented compli-
cated variation in the laser heating process (t < 0.00625 s) and eventually reached constant
as the part cooled down to room temperature. The final deformation components in X, Y
and Z direction were 0.13 µm, −0.055 µm and 1.1 µm, respectively. It is worth noting that
the maximum of the deformation component in the Z direction was much larger than other
two components, almost 14 µm at t = 0.00625 s.
5. Conclusions
Both numerical simulation and experiments were conducted to study the effects of
laser process parameters on thermal history, melt pool size, microstructure formation and
thermal stress during the SLM process using 304L stainless steel. The simulation and
experiments showed good agreement in terms of melt pool size and cell size. The main
results are summarized as follows:
(1) The continuum model correctly predicted melt pool size and found that melt pool
size increased with higher laser power and lower scan speed.
(2) It was observed in experiments that grain size increased with higher laser power.
Thermal model predicted lower cooling rates at higher laser power and thus larger grain
sizes, which was consistent with the experimental findings.
(3) Cooling rate varied at different locations and ranges from ~105 to ~106 K/s in
analyzed samples. The approach of solidification parameter calculation in numerical results
was validated by correct prediction of the cellular structure.
(4) Cyclic melting in successive scanned tracks resulted in alternating compression
and tension states of thermal stress. All stress and deformation components presented
complicated variation trends in the laser heating process and eventually reached constant
as the part cooled down to room temperature.
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